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Thank you for expressing an interest
in Clearwater People Solutions. We are
a specialist Technology and Business
Solutions recruitment agency supplying
both contract and permanent candidates
across the UK.
As an agency we are incredibly passionate about understanding our
client’s individual business requirements so that we can screen our
candidates effectively and deliver the best possible candidates in
the market.
We look to establish trusted and long-term relationships with both
our clients and our candidates and offer a consultative approach
throughout the recruitment process.
I am proud to have been part of the organisation for the last 14
years, Clearwater is a family and we are driven by our client’s
positive feedback and our candidates success. We aim to have a
positive impact on our client’s business goals and cultural values
and by helping our candidates secure their best possible career
move.
We are an honest and humble team that support one another
completely. We work together as a united team and have worked
with many organisations closely for the last 13 years continuing to
be their lead suppliers. Our hiring managers take us with them
when they move on to new organisations having experienced the
quality and dedication of our service.

Gayle Frost
Gayle Frost
Managing Director

Who are
Clearwater People
Solutions Ltd?
Clearwater People Solutions Ltd is a people centric and specialist
IT and Business Solutions Recruitment business, assigning contract
and permanent professionals in new roles across the UK.
We tailor our Recruitment solutions to our individual client
requirements, be it a rapid contract solution, strategic project hire,
additional permanent resource or a complex recruitment campaign.
Our delivery driven recruitment process is one which underpins
our business, our culture and our management process, whilst also
enabling us to deliver across all market sectors and technical niches.
Organisations differ, as do requirements and people. Clearwater’s
success and delivery excellence is built on understanding these
differences, understanding our clients varying needs and our
candidate’s strengths and experiences.
To achieve this delivery excellence and continuous service
improvement our staffing team at Clearwater is metric managed.
Our metric’s create the backbone of our staffing process which
enables our team to continually exceed expectation in delivering
quality people within given timescales and cost.

A complete recruitment solution

Why Clearwater
People Solutions?
Industry Specialist
Each Clearwater team has a strong focus on a
particular industry and skill area, and many years
of experience.
Quality Driven
Clear and thorough understanding of client
requirements and candidate skills and experience.
Client Loyalty
Build and maintain strong and long term
relationships with our clients with our passion and
drive for results.
Metric Managed
Focus on CV transitions, interview ratios,
placement analysis, permanent/contract hire and
retention ratios.
Flexibility
Tailor complete recruitment solutions to your
requirements.

How we work
Our reputation depends solely on the people that it
delivers. The recruitment process and metric
management continually drives the performance of
our people to deliver effective recruitment solutions
enabling our clients to minimise the time spent on
recruitment issues and maximise candidate relevancy,
competency strengths and competency fit.
Our staffing team are managed by the following metrics :
• Number of CV transitions
• Interview requests from CV transitions
• Placement ratios from interview requests
• Placement ratios from requirements
• Contractor staff retention - new starters and assignment extensions
• Permanent staff retention

Proven
Client

Charities Aid Foundation
“Over the years we have recruited a number of staff through Clearwater,
both permanent and temporary. Many of these people have stayed long
term in the organisation. It’s the personal touch that makes the
difference. Clearwater take the time to understand our culture and this
really adds value. They ensure that the candidates they put before us are
a good match for our team and organisational culture, as well as having
the necessary skills.”

RSPCA
“I like the way in which you really try and understand the role being
advertised, what the company is about and what is expected of the
candidate that you should put forward to the role. Clearwater have filled
a key role within my department that had been advertised for a
significant number of months and managed to find someone that will
develop very well into the role and I would definitely recommend
Clearwater.”

1st Central Insurance

“

“

“Clearwater are a really friendly and helpful agency to work alongside.
They supply us with good quality candidates that meet the Manager’s
brief and requirements. Clearwater have helped us recruit IT staff very
quickly which enables us to maintain momentum on key strategic
projects. We are focused on moving to a digital offering and so the
supply of highly skilled and reliable IT staff is critical to this. I would
recommend Clearwater. They really understand our organisation and
know the type of people that will work here well.”

Proven
Candidate

Placed Candidate April 2020
“Your comments on your experience: Both Clearwater and in particular
Felicity have been an absolute pleasure to deal with since our very first
conversation. Felicity has always been on hand to answer any questions I
had during the application process. I really wasn’t expecting to have much
success in the job market during this extremely challenging time, however in a very short space of time Felicity has helped me secure a fantastic
new role in a great company, and I cant wait to get started next week!
Thank you Felicity and Clearwater, I could not recommend you highly
enough!”

Placed Candidate June 2020
“Thrilled isn’t the word for how I’m feeling right now, I’m absolutely
delighted. Thank you so much for guiding me the whole way through the
process.”

Placed Candidate November 2019

“

“

“During these really tough times with COVID-19, Felicity at Clearwater has
been nothing short of amazing. From our initial conversation when I applied for the position, ensuring I was prepared for the telephone interview
to ensuring I was prepared for a remote face-to-face interview, she has
helped me every step of the way. Also the other guys who I have dealt
with Alex & James, was both really great to work with. I was consistently
updated and really could not have asked of anything more from a recruiter and they truly went above and beyond. I wish you all the very best in
the future and thank you once again for helping me secure this amazing
position.”
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